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For Liz, Henry and Alexandra Chapter 1 Death, Impossibility, Theology: the Theme of Derrida&#8217;s
Philosophy
Truth is not a value one can renounce. (TS, p. 10) &#8230; one thinks one is seeing themes in the very
spot where the nonthemey that which cannot become a theme, the very thing that has no meaning, is
ceaselessly re-marking itself- that is, disappearing. (D, p. 251) Simplicity and Complexity &#8216;I
would like to write to you so simply, so simply, so simply&#8217;, writes Derrida in The Post Card
(PC, p. 11). Those who have ever tried reading one of Derrida&#8217;s books may emit a hollow
laugh at this moment. Not only is Derrida&#8217;s writing far from simple, it has become
legendary for its complexity and difficulty. Many potential readers must have been discouraged
and put off at the outset. Others have found in Derrida&#8217;s difficult style a ready-made excuse
for dismissing his writings without taking them seriously at all. Clearly such summary dismissals
will not lead to an understanding of Derrida&#8217;s work; rather we must ask the question of the
meaning of Derrida&#8217;s complexity: what does the difficulty of Derrida&#8217;s writing reveal
about his philosophical ideas? What function does this difficulty serve? Some have treated
Derrida&#8217;s complexity with cynicism. There&#8217;s a joke about two students at the end of
one of Derrida&#8217;s lectures. One says to the other, &#8216;That lecture must have been
brilliant&#8230; I didn&#8217;t understand a word of it!&#8217; Another joke runs: &#8216;If
Derrida makes sense, you haven&#8217;t understood him.&#8217; Among British academics
particularly, Derrida&#8217;s complexity is often taken to be pretentious, an attempt to substitute
the convoluted for the profound. The philosopher Barry Smith, writing to The Times on behalf of a
number of his colleagues, wrote that Derrida&#8217;s works &#8216;employ a written style that
defies comprehension. When the effort is made to penetrate it, it becomes clear that, where
coherent assertions are being made at all, these are either false or trivial.&#8217; For others
&#8211; particularly the enthusiasts of deconstruction in departments of literary studies &#8211;
Derrida&#8217;s complexity is taken to be a poetic virtue, a sign that his texts are rich in meaning
and nuance. Indeed Derrida has numerous imitators eager to outdo him in literary invention.
Peggy Kamuf&#8217;s &#8216;Introduction&#8217; to A Derrida Reader is set out as a conversation
which is, she says, &#8216;not exactly a dialogue&#8217; but a &#8216;typographical&#8217;
interchange, &#8216;the back and forth of more than one &#8220;voice&#8221; requiring the
convention of blank intervals across the page. These, in turn, could be thought of as the slats of a
Venetian blind, or a jalousie, which partially obstructs the view.&#8217; This introduction is at least
as difficult to understand as anything that follows in the anthology. For us, in this volume, the
question of Derrida&#8217;s complexity is a valuable point of entry into his philosophy. If we can
understand why Derrida&#8217;s texts are so difficult, we will begin to understand what his
philosophy is attempting to achieve. But first of all we need to filter out a number of general
reasons for the difficulty of his texts. This will enable us to identify the important and essential
reason for Derrida&#8217;s complex writing. In part, Derrida is &#8216;difficult&#8217; because
he assumes an audience of professional philosophers who can comfortably understand his
constant reference to the philosophical tradition. This is further complicated by his meticulous
textual approach. Generally speaking Derrida likes to make detailed readings of specific texts. This
demands not only a general philosophical knowledge, but also a good grasp of the texts under
discussion. For example, a really thorough reading of Derrida&#8217;s Speech and Phenomena
requires us also to have ready to hand a copy of Husserl&#8217;s Logical Investigations. Reading
Derrida is demanding work and the difficulty of this task is not simply the result of wilful
obscurantism. A further general complication is Derrida&#8217;s use of specially designed terms
and concepts. Most philosophers are striving to say something new, and this often leads to the
creation of neologisms. Neologisms are particularly necessary when philosophers attempt to make
a break with tradition and are forced to abandon or alter the traditional vocabulary of philosophy.
This was certainly true of both Husserl and Heidegger, Derrida&#8217;s precursors. Husserl

developed a bewildering lexicon of terms to describe the various aspects and procedures of his
phenomenological method. Heidegger not only created one set of concepts at the beginning of his
career with Being and Time, but went on to create a further range of terms to express his later
philosophy of language. In similar fashion Derrida has coined terms like &#8216;the trace&#8217;,
&#8216;arche-writing&#8217;, &#8216;dissemination&#8217; &#8211; and most famously
&#8216;diff&#233;rance&#8217; &#8211; to create a language for his philosophy of deconstruction.
Beyond these incidental obstacles, we encounter the complexity that arises specifically because of
the philosophical task that Derrida sets himself. We may separate this complexity into two closely
interrelated aspects: a structural complexity that arises because of the way Derrida believes
language functions; and a conceptual complexity that arises as he tries to indicate the unstable,
paradoxical and impossible character of all foundational ideas and realities. These two aspects
properly belong together, but it is useful to consider them separately for a moment. The structural
complexity of language results from the instability of language itself, which never permits a merely
&#8216;simple&#8217; expression of ideas. Derrida is not saying that language lacks structure,
but that the structures of language are fluid and without definite centres or fixed boundaries.
Rudolphe Gasch&#233; has coined the term &#8216;structural infinity&#8217; to describe this
condition (see p. 14 below). Derrida tries to be faithful to the structural infinity of language by
acknowledging the plurivocal character of words and the dynamic interrelations of elements
within a text. But more than this, he tries to exploit the structural characteristics of language to
produce a philosophical effect. In fact this is precisely how deconstruction works, by exposing or
laying bare the structural complexity of language, a complexity which constantly frustrates
&#8216;simple&#8217; claims to truth, meaning or reality. Yet in laying bare the conditions of
language, Derrida is also trying to say or show something about &#8216;truth&#8217; and
&#8216;reality&#8217;. Here we enter an area of extreme paradox. The deconstruction of
language as the medium for the expression of truth would seem to deny Derrida any basis for
articulating a definite message. On many occasions he says that it is &#8216;impossible&#8217; to
say what deconstruction is or what it means. However, even to say that it is
&#8216;impossible&#8217; is to say something. Indeed Derrida writes a great deal about
deconstruction and the difficulty of saying anything about it. So there is within his writing the need
to speak about what deconstruction does, to show the outcome of his philosophical efforts. His
need to-speak-about-the-difficulty-of-speaking forces Derrida to adopt a complex and twisted
philosophical language. The attempt to say the unsayable takes Derrida to a zone of fundamental
questioning, where philosophical language doubles and redoubles back upon itself. What Derrida
tries to show is that language itself always assumes its &#8216;other&#8217;, that which cannot
properly be named or thought. If he is right, this would mean that the possibility of truth depends
upon the possibility of non-truth: the possibility of God depends upon God&#8217;s impossibility.
At points in his writing Derrida uses the symbol of the cross, an X or chiasmus, the image of a
self-erasing sign, to indicate the self-cancelling nature of all claims to truth. Not only do
Derrida&#8217;s investigations push language to its breaking-point; they push philosophy to its
limits. But is philosophy at the limits still philosophy? Or has it been taken to the point where it
becomes theology? Or is this perhaps the moment where we pass over the extreme boundaries of
both philosophy and theology into a pre-philosophical, pre-theological area of inquiry that
properly belongs to neither discipline? Some people would indeed argue that this dimension of
self-questioning is so primitive that it is prior to any particular academic or cultural discipline.
Others would claim that such questioning must belong to philosophy, as the science of sciences,
the grand inquisitor of all claims to truth. Still others would make the (arguably) more unsettling
claim that this zone is necessarily theological, since the claims of theology are always foundational,
indeed must always be foundational, as the question of God must, by definition, always be the first
and last in any inquiry into origins. To say that there was something prior to God would be to say
that God was not God. Deconstruction and Truth One of the things that is often casually said
about Derrida is that he wants to overturn the idea of truth in favour of complete relativism. This
&#8216;myth&#8217; about Derrida is extremely misleading. He certainly challenges a particular
metaphysics of Truth, truth with a capital T, but his whole philosophy is undertaken in the name of

another way of thinking about truth, a truth that takes account of the undecidability of language, in
fact the truth of the undecidability of language. As Derrida puts it,
the disappearance of truth as presence, the withdrawal of the present origin of presence, is the
condition of all (manifestations of) truth. Nontruth is the truth. Nonpresence is presence.
Difference, the disappearance of any originary presence, is at once the condition of possibility and
the condition of the impossibility of truth. (D, p. 168) Derrida has expressed exasperation at those
who have depicted him as a frivolous non-cognitivist with no concern for truth or contexts. Writing
in Limited Inc., he says: &#8216;Once again (and this probably makes a thousand times I have had
to repeat this, but when will it finally be heard, and why this resistance?) as I understand it the
text&#8230; does not suspend reference &#8211; to history, to the world, to reality&#8217; (LI, p.
137). Later he writes:
Since the deconstructionist is supposed not to believe in truth, stability, or the unity of meaning, in
intention or &#8216;meaning-to-say&#8217;, how can he demand of us that we read him with
pertinence, precision, rigour? How can he demand that his own text be interpreted correctly? How
can he accuse anyone else of having misunderstood, simplified, deformed it, etc?&#8230; The
answer is simple enough: this definition of the deconstructionist is false (that&#8217;s right: false,
not true) and feeble; it supposes a bad (that&#8217;s right: bad, not good) and feeble reading of
texts, first of all mine, which therefore must finally be read or reread. Then perhaps it will be
understood that the value of truth (and all those values associated with it) is never contested or
destroyed in my writings, but only reinscribed in more powerful, larger, more stratified contexts.
(Ibid., p. 146) So the deconstruction of a metaphysics of truth does not close off the possibility of
truth understood in another way, understood contextually. This context is the field of language, a
language that forbids totalization or the possibility of an organizing centre or
&#8216;logos&#8217;. The deconstruction of the metaphysics of truth means &#8216;that every
referent, all reality has the structure of a differential trace, and that one cannot refer to this
&#8220;real&#8221; except in an interpretive experience&#8217; (ibid., p. 148). We may ask what
a commitment to truth can mean, when truth is subject to the play of the &#8216;differential
trace&#8217; and is therefore relative to other components in the ever-changing context of a
&#8216;structural infinity&#8217;. Part of Derrida&#8217;s reply is that since truth is determined
&#8216;within interpretive contexts that &#8230; are relatively stable, sometimes apparently
unshakeable, it should be possible to invoke rules of competence, criteria of discussion and of
consensus, good faith, lucidity, rigour, criticism, and pedagogy&#8217; (ibid., p. 146). So truth is
contingent, but not all that contingent. The other part of his reply is to say that we must maintain
faith in the truth.1 Derrida has described this faith in another way saying that we must be
&#8216;the friends of truth&#8217; (PF, p. 43). We could say that Derrida, finding the metaphysical
concept of truth inadequate, is in fact engaged in rescuing the true concept of truth, truth as truth,
faithful in the fullest and widest sense to the unstable, plural, historically determined,
many-layered experience of human reality. This would mean that the undecidability of truth, the
impossibility of truth, is more true than the metaphysical idea of truth as determinate and stable.
The problem for Derrida &#8211; as we have been seeing &#8211; is how to say such things when
the language used to express them disintegrates into paradox. One of the central challenges for
Derrida is how to tackle the question of truth when one is forced all the time to make truth claims
in the very process of pointing out their ultimate impossibility. Restricted and General Theology
The questions of truth and its possibility are, for Derrida, essentially &#8216;theological&#8217;
questions. Yet how and why the question of &#8216;truth&#8217; per se is a theological issue is
not immediately obvious. To grasp what Derrida is saying, it is helpful to distinguish two
applications of the term &#8216;theology&#8217;. First, &#8216;theology&#8217; may be used to
label discourses about God. Theology in this sense &#8211; let us call it &#8216;restricted
theology&#8217; &#8211; is only one of Derrida&#8217;s many philosophical interests. Second,
&#8216;theology&#8217; may be used to name the conditions of possibility of &#8216;all the
metaphysical determinations of truth&#8217; (OG, p. 10), whether God is explicitly invoked or not.
Theology in this second sense &#8211; let us call it &#8216;general theology&#8217; &#8211; is
not merely one topic among others but is the core topic and organizing theme behind

Derrida&#8217;s entire project. The relationship between the general and restricted orders of
theology is explored by Derrida in his essay on negative theology, &#8216;How to Avoid Speaking:
Denials&#8217; (which is discussed in Chapter 5). Here he discusses Plato (who distinguishes
between the manifest world and its formal conditions) and Heidegger (whose &#8216;ontological
difference&#8217; distinguishes between existing &#8216;beings&#8217; and their existential
ground of &#8216;Being&#8217;).2 Derrida also raises the issue in The Politics of Friendship, and in
an essay on &#8216;Faith and Knowledge&#8217;, where he describes the distinction between the
two theologies as the difference between &#8216;revelation&#8217; and
&#8216;revealability&#8217;; between &#8216;manifestation&#8217; and
&#8216;manifestability&#8217;; between &#8216;the science of God and the science of
divinity&#8217;; between &#8216;the experience of faith&#8217; and &#8216;the experience of
sacredness&#8217; (PF, p. 19). &#8216;The event of revelation would reveal not only this or that
&#8211; God, for example &#8211; but revealability itself (PF, p. 18). General theology embraces
the belief, the explicit or implicit assertion, or the structural affirmation, that there is a central, or
underlying, or overarching, or essential, or inherent meaning to things. So a belief in God would
be one example of general theology, and Derrida does write specifically about theism, faith and
religion. But what we are calling &#8216;general theology&#8217; here goes far beyond theism
and formal religion: it extends to the conditions of possibility of the entire range of possible
affirmations of the absolute. A belief in reason or absolute reality, in the certainty of the self or of
human consciousness, in the logic of history or national identity, in the fixed meaning of words or
the definitive interpretation of a work of art, in ideas of &#8216;humanism&#8217; or
&#8216;human rights&#8217; &#8211; all this for Derrida is also &#8216;theological&#8217;, in
the sense that foundational truth is being asserted. Restricted theologies are instances of general
theology which occur in different forms at different historical moments. There can be any number
of restricted theologies, but there can only be one general theology, since general theology is the
category which includes all restricted theologies, along with all other metaphysical systems.
Derrida makes the distinction most clearly in an explanatory footnote to one of the opening pages
of Of Grammatology.
[Theological] prejudices are nothing but the most clear-sighted and best circumscribed,
historically determined manifestation of a constitutive and permanent presupposition essential to
the history of the West, therefore to metaphysics in its entirety, even when it professes to be
atheist. (OG, p. 4 n. 3) Here Derrida distinguishes between explicit &#8216;restricted&#8217;
theological prejudices, which are &#8216;historically determined&#8217;, and a
&#8216;general&#8217; theological presupposition which underlies the whole of Western culture.
Paradoxes abound in the distinction between restricted and general theology. Discourses about
God appear to be at once &#8216;restricted&#8217; and &#8216;general&#8217; since most
theologies invoke God both in the &#8216;restricted&#8217; sense as a theological object and in
the &#8216;general&#8217; sense as the presupposition of all theological discourse. Derrida
alludes to this tension in a footnote to his essay on the theology of Emmanuel Levinas,
&#8216;Violence and Metaphysics&#8217;, when he picks himself up on the use of the phrase
&#8216;for example, God&#8217; (WD, p. 143 and n. 78). If God is both &#8216;restricted&#8217;
and &#8216;general&#8217; he becomes an example or instance of himself, which is an
apparently impossible state of affairs. This complexity notwithstanding &#8211; and it is not going
to be possible to avoid complexity in a consideration of Derrida &#8211; the distinction does useful
work in a reading of Derrida&#8217;s treatment of theology.

Impossible God introduces Derrida's theology for a new generation interested in
Derrida's writings and in the future of theology, and clarifies Derrida's theology for
those already familiar with his writings. Derrida's theological concerns are now widely
recognised but Impossible God shows how Derrida's theology takes its shape from

his earliest writings on Edmund Husserl and from explorations into Husserl's
unpublished manuscripts on time and theology. Rayment-Pickard argues that Derrida
goes beyond both the nihilism of the 'death of God' and the denials of negative
theology to affirm a theology of God's 'impossibility'. Derrida's 'impossible God' is not
another God of the philosophers but a powerful deity capable of wakening us into
faith, ethical responsibility and love. Showing how central theology has been to
Derrida's philosophy since the beginning of his career, Impossible God presents an
accessible study of a neglected area of Derrida's writing which students of philosophy
and theology will find invaluable.
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